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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel method to automate and enhance the process of tuning
physically-based numerical models. The Model Parameter Optimization (MPO)
method learns from previous executions of numerical models to inform future
executions. Specifically, MPO utilizes machine learning to construct a mapping
between the free-parameter spaces of low-resolution models and high-resolution
models, enabling users to tune their high-resolution models by executing much
cheaper low-resolution models. We validate the MPO method by applying it to
Modular Ocean Model 6 (MOM6)[7], and show that it achieves competitive tuning
results.
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Introduction

Large-scale, high-resolution numerical models are widely used in many scientific domains, including
oceanography, high-energy physics, climate science, and material science. The models used often
have tens or hundred of free parameters which provide input to parameterizations that approximate
unresolved physical processes. For example, MOM6 has over 300 free parameters. Model users must
tune these free parameters to optimize the skill of their models. However, tuning for high-resolution
model runs is an expensive and time-consuming process that involves many executions of the model
with different sets of parameters at the resolution of interest.
To address this problem, we propose a Model Parameter Optimization methodology that allows
model users and developers to tune their physically-based numerical models at low-resolution,
and then convert the tuned parameters to high-resolution equivalents. The process uses a pair of
machine learning models to learn the mapping between the low-resolution parameter space and
the high-resolution parameter space. First, the Parameter Mapping Network (or PMN) is trained
to identify low-resolution parameters from low-resolution simulation data. Next, the Parameter
Mapping Transform (or PMT) learns the relationship between the high-resolution and low-resolution
parameter spaces by feeding high-resolution output to the PMN. Model users and developers can
then apply the PMT to map parameters obtained from low-resolution tuning to parameters that can be
used to execute the model at high-resolution.
In the remainder of this paper, we:
• describe the Model Parameter Optimization method in detail (Section 2);
• discuss the results of applying our method to the double-gyre test case of the MOM6 [7]
ocean model (Section 3);
• survey related work on tuning of numerical models (Section 4);
• discuss our future plans for Model Parameter Optimization and other methods that apply
machine learning and AI techniques to improve the skill and performance of scientific
simulations (Section 5).
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The Model Parameter Optimization Method

The research described here aims to decrease the amount of computational resources and developer
time spent in tuning high resolution physical models. In order to accomplish this, we use machine
learning to create a mapping between the parameter spaces of two different resolutions. The following
sections detail stages required to apply MPO to any physical model.
2.1

Data Generation

Data generation is the first step of the MPO method. In order to construct a mapping between parameter spaces, a search space for the targeted tuning parameters must be created for both resolutions. The
search space consists of a subset of all permutations within a sensible range of the desired tunable
parameter space. Both resolutions are run with each tunable parameter space subset keeping the rest
of the free parameters fixed.
2.2

Data Preprocessing

Simulation data requires a number of pre-processing steps before it can be used as training samples
for a machine learning model. The output from many physical models, such as ocean models,
are simulated on a multi-dimensional grid of points where values corresponding to the physical
phenomena being simulated are captured. Collapsing this multi-dimensional grid of simulation data
into a dataset for machine learning largely depends on the simulation model. The pre-processing
method implemented in this research extracts simulation features at each grid point and combines
them into a TFrecord dataset.
The same method of pre-processing is carried out on both the low and high resolution models.
However, if pre-processed directly from the output data, model data at two different resolutions could
not be used to infer from or train the same neural network as they would have different dimensions.
To mitigate this, the Climate Data Operations(CDO) tool[11], developed by the Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology, is used in this research to conduct a conservative remapping of grids between
resolutions.
2.3

Parameter Mapping Network

After the simulation data has been processed, the PMN is trained to predict the selected tunable
parameters from a low resolution simulation output. The training process is supervised where the
targets are the selected tunable parameters. The loss function that guides the training is the mean
squared error between the predicted values of the tunable parameters and the actual tunable parameters
used in the low-resolution run.
2.4

Parameter Mapping Transform

After a suitable accuracy is met by the PMN, runs of higher resolution are given as samples to the
PMN without adjusting the weights of the network for error. Giving the PMN a higher resolution
sample after it has been trained to predict from low-resolution inputs provides the mapping space.
The mapping space is the tunable parameter space of the high resolution simulation as if it were a
low-resolution simulation. Since the PMN has no knowledge that the resolution has been increased,
when the PMN is given a sample of higher resolution, it predicts the low-resolution tunable parameters
of a low resolution simulation most similar to the high resolution simulation. The difference between
the mapping space and the actual high resolution parameter space constitutes the effect of increasing
the simulation resolution.
The Parameter Mapping Transform(PMT) distills the knowledge from the PMN by regressing
between the high resolution parameter space and the mapping space across multiple simulations.
The knowledge captured in the PMT can be interpreted as an approximation of the non-linear, multiobjective function between the tunable parameter spaces of a model at two different resolutions. A
brute force mapping of this approximation might compare every permutation of all tunable parameter
values, but that approach would be infeasible on practically any numerical model requiring thousands
of computationally expensive simulations. In this research, we show that our MPO method can
approximate this non-linear mapping with a fraction of the runs of that of the brute force algorithm.
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Results

To evaluate our method, we used Modular Ocean Model 6 (MOM6) [7] to simulate an idealized
double-gyre case that mimics the behavior of the North Atlantic Ocean. The relative simplicity of
this model makes it an ideal test, as it can be run relatively cheaply even at high resolutions. We ran
MOM6 at the 20km and 40km resolutions, and targeted two tunable parameters, eddy viscosity (KH)
and thickness diffusion (KHTH). We held the rest of the free parameters constant.
3.1

Training Data

We ran 283 configurations of low resolution (40km) and high resolution (20km) during the data
generation stage. The low and high were run for 100 and 30 years respectively. A conservative first
20 years of simulation is discarded due to model spinup. For training, each simulation was split into
5 year averages for a single sample which means 16 samples are taken from each model run of 100
years. For training, there were a total of 4,528 low resolution samples(283 × 16). The features in
each sample were one or more physical quantities captured at each grid point. These features include
kinetic energy (KE), stream function value (STR), and sea surface height (SSH).
3.2

Machine learning models

The Parameter Mapping Network (PMN) is a Deep Neural Network (DNN). The DNN uses rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation and the Adam optimizer [5]. The network ends in a dense layer with
two outputs for the two parameters being mapped.
The Parameter Mapping Transform (PMT) is a gradient boosting algorithm known as XGBoost [3].
Typically an XGBoost regression model is restricted to a single target variable, however, the model
can be used to predict multiple target variables by wrapping it in a MultiOutputRegressor from
sklearn [8]. Wrapping the XGBoost model in this fashion allows for the prediction of n variables in
the tunable parameter space. In our experiments, we used two tunable parameters (KH and KHTH).
3.3

Results

All datasets and models included in the results were able to reach a test accuracy of over 95% for
predicting the low resolution parameter space of a given low resolution model output. Through
hyper-parameter optimization using the Cray AI HPO package [4], a DNN trained on the KE-only
dataset recorded the lowest error with a mean absolute error of 31.1.
After the PMN was trained, processed runs of high resolution were given as samples to infer the
mapping spaces. There are a total of 283 (total runs) × 2 (number of samples generated from each
run) high resolution samples. These 566 samples provide the PMT with the mapping spaces. By
comparing these mapping space values to the actual high resolution tunable parameter space across
multiple runs, the non-linear mapping between the parameter spaces is learned by the PMT. Once
trained to infer high resolution tunable parameters from low resolution parameters, the PMT can be
used as an oracle for tuning the selected parameters.
To verify our mapping we implemented a brute force heuristic we call the Automatic Tuning
Algorithm (ATA). We implement the ATA as a method to benchmark performance as the novelty
of our method objective makes it difficult to compare with previous automated tuning approaches.
The ATA utilizes high resolution data (5km) to calculate the proper value for a metric known as jet
penetration. The jet penetration calculation is shown in the appendix in figure 2. The average jet
penetration is taken, discarding the first ten years, for each of the 40km, 20km and 5km models. The
parameter spaces for each resolution chosen by the ATA are the ones that produce the simulations
resulting in the jet penetration average closet to the 5km resolution simulation value.
The ATA found that the optimal tunable parameters for the low resolution model (40km) were a KH
of 2250 and a KHTH of 1750. For the 20km model, the optimal values of the tunable parameters were
a KH of 750 and and a KHTH of 2000. Therefore, if the mapping generated by the MPO method is
correct, it should produce KH and KHTH values close to the high resolution (20km) parameter space
of (750, 2000) when given the low resolution (40km) parameter space of (2250, 1750). As shown
in table 1, the predictions given by MPO generated mapping are very close to that of the ATA. The
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Model
DNN-1
DNN-2
DNN-3

Dataset
KE
KE,STR,SSH
KE

Opt KH
750
750
750

Opt KHTH
2000
2000
2000

Pred KH
1013
1219
922

Pred KHTH
2164
1507
2056

JP % Difference
0.7322%
0.6201%
0.3178%

Table 1: The results of three model predictions for the predicted high resolution parameter space and
the optimal high resolution parameter space chosen by the ATA, as well as the percent difference
between the jet penetration values when run with the optimal and predicted parameters.

Figure 1: This figure shows the two pcolormesh graphs of kinetic energy for the parameter space
values chosen to be optimal by the ATA for the 40km and 20km models.

DNN-3 model comes the closest of any model with the predicted high resolution tunable parameter
space of KH=922, KHTH=2056.
The goal for tuning the 20km double-gyre model with MPO was to get within the .3185 standard
deviation of the 5km model jet penetration. In other words, MPO tuned, 20km models should have
less than a 1.8% difference in jet penetration compared to the 5km model. As 2 shows, all MPO
tuned models had less than a 1% difference in jet penetration from the 5km model.
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Related Work

Current tuning processes are often undocumented and performed manually by model experts. Schmidt
et al. [10] surveys the techniques used at six large US-based centers. Many attempts at automated
parameter tuning have run into issues with overfitting (as will be familiar to anyone who has worked
with ML models), however a few approaches such as Zhang et al. [14] and Severijns et al. [13]
have demonstrated improved numerical model skill through automated optimization techniques. Our
Model Parameter Optimization algorithm is orthogonal to automated tuning approaches. We instead
focus on how tuned results can be transferred between resolutions, thereby significantly reducing the
cost of both manual and automated tuning techniques.
An alternative to tuning numerical parameters is replacing the parameterizations they control with
ML-based models [2, 1, 9, 6, 12]. Machine learning models can in some cases offer an effective
replacement for traditional numerical parameterizations. However, numerical parameterizations are
still widely used and offer better explainability. We expect future models to use a combination of the
two, and thus still require numerical tuning.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described a method for tuning parameters of a high-resolution physically-based numerical
model using a low-resolution version of the numerical model and a pair of machine learning models.
We have shown that our method is effective for tuning the MOM6 ocean model, and allows scientists
to save significant effort, time, and computational expenditure. To improve our method, we are
4

working on a second version of MPO that will make the method more generalizable and address
current limitations such as initial dataset size.
Our research into using AI to enhance and improve physically-based numerical model continues. We
are working with new models across domains to further validate the Model Parameter Optimization
methodology. We are also investigating new methods and creating tools to facilitate the integration of
machine learning techniques with numerical simulations.
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Appendix
5.1

Result Verification

Figure 2: A shows the jet penetration metric plotted over the first 30 years of simulation for the 40km
model. B shows the same for the 20km model. The 5km jet penetration average is shown as the
dashed black line.
To understand the results of the parameter mapping, it is crucial to understand the physical effects
of the viscosity (KH) and the thickness diffusivity (KHTH). In the double-gyre test case there are
two main energy sources for the turbulent field. One is the large-scale velocity field where horizontal
velocity shear can generate eddies. The other is the sloping of isopycnals which can generate
baroclinic turbulence. Viscosity, as discussed previously, can reduce velocity gradients and dissipates
kinetic energy to fricative effects. Thickness diffusivity acts to reduce horizontal density gradients,
reducing the available energy to generate baroclinic turbulence. Higher values of both KH and KHTH
thus serve to reduce the total energy available to the energize the turbulent field, albeit in different
ways. However in general, there are potentially multiple combinations of KH and KHTH that yield
similar large-scale features. Because the model of higher resolution(the 20km model) resolves higher
amounts of turbulence by nature, the ATA results are logical to decrease KH(from 2250 to 750). The
20km model should have less KH than the 40km model because in the case of the 40km model some
of the large-scale reduction of velocity field is missing because it has a weak turbulent field. In the
case of the the 20km model, the resolved turbulent field is effectively taking the place of the higher
KH.
5.2

Machine Learning Models
Model Name
DNN-1
DNN-2
DNN-3

Layers
4
4
6

Optimizer
Adam
Adam
Adam

Activation
ReLU
ReLU
ReLU

Features
KE
KE,STR,SSH
KE

Dataset Size
4528*64000
4528*89600
4528*64000

Table 2: This table details the models and datasets included in the results of the MPO application to
the MOM6 double-gyre model
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